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a b s t r a c t

Free-standing 3D carbonaceous materials offer many advantages and therefore hold great potential for a
wide range of applications. However, the synthesis of these materials often involves complicated pro-
cesses that may lead to low yields and high costs. In this study, this issue is addressed through devel-
oping a facile, scalable, and cost-effective synthesis strategy. Nitrogen-doped hierarchically porous car-
bon foam (HP-CF) is fabricated by annealing of soft-template-casted melamine foam, and its application
for supercapacitors is highlighted. The HP-CF integrates a large number of macropores and micropores,
thus providing sufficient space for ion transport while offering a large amount of surface sites for energy
storage, thanks to which the HP-CF exhibits a high capacitance of 238 F g–1 (or 11.9 F cm–3). In addition,
the HP-CF performs greatly when acting as the mechanical support for pseudocapacitive materials such
as NiCo2S4 and Fe2O3, based on which an asymmetric supercapacitor (ASC, can also be described as
aqueous battery) is assembled. The ASC exhibits a high energy density of 93.9 Wh kg–1 (or
3.55 mWh cm–3) and a high power density of 21.1 kW kg–1 (or 799 mW cm–3), among the highest re-
ported values for ASCs.

& 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Free-standing 3-D carbon has attracted much research atten-
tion during recent years. In general, this type of materials is self-
supported, mechanically flexible and compressible, electronically
and thermally conductive, chemically stable, and rich in inter-
connected macropores. Benefiting from these advantages, 3-D
carbonaceous materials have been explored for a variety of ap-
plications, such as electrochemical electrodes (e.g., supercapacitors
[1], batteries [2,3], fuel cells [4], and solar cells [5]), absorbers [6],
and matrixes for sensors [7] and thermal energy storage [8]. Cur-
rently, the synthesis methods of free-standing 3-D carbon can be
mainly classified into four categories: self-assembly of graphene
oxide (GO) (e.g., hydrothermal treatment [9,10], lyophilization
[11,12], vacuum evaporation [13,14], and drop-casting [15]), che-
mical vapor deposition (CVD) [16], blowing of carbon precursors
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),
[17], and carbonization of polymer foams [18–20]. Self-assembly of
GO is a widely used method; however, 3-D reduced GO (rGO) often
encounters problems such as π-π restacking of rGO nanosheets
and poor inter-sheet connections. Worse still, this method requires
critical synthesis conditions and only produces 3-D rGO in small-
scale. In order to synthesize high-quality graphene foam (GF),
Cheng et al. proposed a CVD method by using Ni foams as the
template [16]. This method demands careful manipulation of a
complex growth process, making it difficult for commercialization.
In addition, the CVD-grown graphene networks are relatively soft
and can be torn easily.

To deal with the scalability problem of the previous two
methods, Bando et al. synthesized 3-D strutted graphene in large
quantities via pyrolysis of glucose assisted by a blowing agent [17].
Although 3-D carbon can be obtained, the morphology of the
materials is irregular and hard to control due to the difficulty in
structuring the precursor powders via pyrolysis. Also, the method
requires a rather high processing temperature (1350 °C). Recently,
it was demonstrated that 3-D carbon foams (CFs) can be fabricated
by directly carbonizing commercially available polymer foams [18–
20]. Despite the excellent mechanical characteristics of these CFs,
their structures and properties are restricted by the raw-material –
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commercial melamine foams. An improved method to enable
tuning of the material properties is highly desired.

In this study, we develop a facile, scalable, and cost-effective
strategy to synthesize nitrogen-doped hierarchically porous car-
bon foam (designated as HP-CF) from the soft-template-casted
melamine foam, and we demonstrate the application of the HP-CF
in supercapacitors. Supercapacitors have been known for their
excellent cycling stability and high power density, which promise
diverse applications such as hybrid electric vehicles, cranes, fork-
lifts, emergency back-up systems, etc. [21–24]. Since the capaci-
tance of conventional supercapacitors, namely electric double-
layer capacitors (EDLCs), depends on the surface area of the elec-
trodes, enhancing the porosity (especially microporosity) of the
electrode materials should be an effective route to enhance the
supercapacitor performance. Hierarchically porous carbonaceous
powders that integrate macropores and micropores have shown
excellent performances for EDLCs, owing to the synergetic effect of
macropores and micropores [25,26]. However, so far there have
been few reports of free-standing 3D carbon materials with suf-
ficient micropores.

Here, through templating the growth of melamine foams with
structure-directing agent, we obtained HP-CF that contains not
only the macropores that commonly exist in free-standing 3-D
carbon materials but also a large amount of micropores. In addi-
tion, the HP-CF has a moderate density of approximately
50 mg cm–3, which is 10-fold of that (approximately 5 mg cm–3 in
average) of previously reported GFs and CFs [17,18,20,27,28]. Note
that although the ultra-light-weight electrode materials can give a
very high gravimetric capacitance, their volumetric capacitance is
very low. For practical applications, volumetric energy density is as
important if not more. Thanks to the hierarchically porous struc-
ture, the HP-CF is able to maintain a high volumetric capacitance
of 11.9 F cm–3 while still delivering a high gravimetric capacitance
of 238 F g–1. In order to further improve the capacitance, we used
the HP-CF as the mechanical scaffold to support the growth of
pseudocapacitive materials, NiCo2S4 and graphene/porous Fe2O3

(denoted G-Fe2O3) [29], which can store and release considerably
more charges than EDLC materials through redox reactions, and
are used as the cathode and anode materials, respectively. The
aqueous battery (called ASC in most reports) assembled from the
above-mentioned electrode materials exhibits greatly improved
energy and power densities, i.e., 93.9 wh kg–1/3.55 mWh cm–3 at
2.25 kw kg�1/84.9 mW cm–3.
2. Experimental section

2.1. Synthesis of nitrogen-doped hierarchically porous carbon foam
(HP-CF)

All reagents were purchased from Aldrich unless otherwise
specified. Typically, 3 g paraformaldehyde, 5 g melamine and 2 g
Pluronic P123 (PEG-PPG-PEG) were added to a round-bottom flask
containing 10 mL 0.5 M NaOH aqueous solution, followed by stir-
ring and refluxing at 85 °C. After 1 h reaction, the melamine resin
was obtained, and was subsequently cooled down and mixed with
0.1 mL octylphenol polyoxyethylene ether (OP-10, purchased from
HELM AG), 1 mL pentane and 0.3 mL formic acid under vigorous
stirring. Then the as-obtained emulsion was solidified at 80 °C for
4 h to form melamine foam. The carbonization of melamine foam
was carried out in a tube furnace under an Ar atmosphere. The
temperature was increased at a rate of 1.5 °C min–1 from room
temperature to 350 °C, 5 °C min–1 from 350 °C to 800 °C, and then
held at 800 °C for 1 h. After washed in hot water and dried in an
oven, the HP-CF was obtained. For comparison, a macroporous
carbon foam with limited micropores was synthesized via a same
process except for adding P123, and was denoted Ma-CF. Similarly,
a microporous carbon monolith (Mi-CM) with limited macropores
was synthesized by a same process except for adding OP-10 and
pentane.

2.2. Synthesis of NiCo2S4 in-situ grown onto the HP-CF

The melamine resin obtained in the above section was stirred
and mixed with 0.1 mL OP-10, 1 mL pentane and 0.4 mL formic
acid. Then this emulsion was further mixed with 2 mL aqueous
solution of 2.4 mmoL Co(NO3)2 and 1.2 mmoL Ni(NO3)2 under
vigorous stirring. Subsequently, the as-obtained emulsion was
solidified at 80 °C for 4 h to form a melamine foam, which was
further annealed at 800 °C for 1 h under an Ar atmosphere. After
that, the product was immersed into a 0.1 M Na2S aqueous solu-
tion that was contained in a Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave,
and then the autoclave was maintained at 180 °C for 24 h. After
cooling to room temperature, the product was washed with
deionized water and ethanol several times, and dried at 80 °C. The
final product is designated as HP-CF@NiCo2S4.

2.3. Characterization

The morphologies and elemental compositions were char-
acterized by a field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-
SEM, Quanta F400) equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDX) detector. A FEI Tecnai F20 transmission elec-
tron microscope (TEM) equipped with an EDX detector and a
HAADF detector was used to further investigate the samples and
take EDX maps. Olympus BHM microscope was used to capture
optical microscope images. The compression/release test was
conducted by an Instron 4486 mechanical tester equipped with
two flat-surface compression stages and a 100 N load cell. The
X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected using a Rigaku
(RU300) diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation source
(λ¼0.1540598 nm). Investigations of chemical compositions were
performed using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Physical
Electronics PHI 5600). Raman spectra were recorded with a Re-
nishaw RM-1000 Micro Raman Spectrometer. N2 adsorption/des-
orption measurement was carried out by a Micromeritics ASAP
2020 instrument. The electrical conductivities were measured by
sandwiching the cubic samples between two Pt foils through a
two-probe method. An ICAP6300-type inductively coupled plasma
(ICP) spectrometer (Thermo) was used to further analyze chemical
compositions.

2.4. Electrochemical measurements

The as-synthesized HP-CF, Ma-CF, Mi-CM, and HP-CF@NiCo2S4
were used directly as electrodes. Three-electrode measurements
on these materials (used as the working electrode) were per-
formed using the Pt plate, Hg/HgO electrode, and a 3 M KOH
aqueous solution as the counter electrode, reference electrode, and
electrolyte, respectively. Cyclic voltammetry (CV), galvanostatic
charging/discharging (GCD), and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) tests were conducted using a VMP3 electro-
chemical workstation (Bio-Logic) based on the mass of the whole
working electrode. Symmetric supercapacitor (SC) devices were
assembled by using two HP-CFs, a 3 M KOH aqueous solution, and
a filter paper as symmetric electrodes, electrolyte, and separator,
respectively. For the ASC, HP-CF@NiCo2S4 and HP-CF@G-Fe2O3

served as the positive electrode and negative electrode, respec-
tively. HP-CF@G-Fe2O3 was prepared by mixing G-Fe2O3 with
polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF), carbon black, and CNT at a
weight ratio of 80:10:5:5 in N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP) and then
coated onto a HP-CF with the equal mass, followed by vacuum
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drying at 110 °C under vacuum for 12 h. Prior to the assembly of
the ASC, the mass of HP-CF@NiCo2S4 and HP-CF@G-Fe2O3 was
balanced according to: qþ¼q–. Two-electrode measurements
were carried out based on the total mass of the two electrodes.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Synthesis and characterization of the HP-CF

The synthesis process of the HP-CF is summarized in Fig. 1(a).
The melamine resin synthesized from melamine and paraf-
ormaldehyde was used as the carbon precursor, and its molecular
formula is shown in Fig. S1. In our process, OP-10 and pentane
functioned as the emulsifier and macropore-forming agent, re-
spectively, to create macropores. P123 acted as the micropore soft
template, which was consumed and introduced micropores during
carbonization. Formic acid is a curing agent that facilitated the
crosslinking and solidifying of melamine resin. As such, the soft-
template-casted melamine foam was produced and subsequently
carbonized to form the HP-CF (see photographs in Fig. S2). Unlike
other hierarchically porous carbon obtained from pyrolyzing the
biomass, polymers, and C-rich salts [25,26,30], the HP-CF pre-
serves its integrity after pyrolysis, i.e., being self-supported. The
Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of the fabrication process, (b–d) SEM images with different magnifi
HP-CF.
SEM images of the HP-CF with different magnifications are shown
in Fig. 1b to d. Fig. 1b and c reveal that the HP-CF has a foam-like
structure, in which abundant macropores are connected with each
other. Fig. 1(d) magnifies the framed area in Fig. 1(c) and shows
that the walls of the HP-CF also possess an interconnected mac-
roporous network. The optical microscope image of the HP-CF is
shown in Fig. 1(e), further confirming its foam-like structure. In
addition to these macropores, the HP-CF is rich in mircopores, as
shown from the TEM image in Fig. 1(f). In particular, these mi-
cropores can considerably enhance the EDLC performance
[25,26,31]. The density of the HP-CF was measured to be
�50 mg cm–3, which corresponds to a porosity of 97.2% taking the
bulk density of carbon as 1.8 g cm–3. Thanks to such a high por-
osity, the HP-CF is flexible and compressible, as illustrated by the
photographs in Fig. 1(g) and (h). The compression/release test
result is shown in Fig. S3. The HP-CF can bear a large compression
ratio to 50% and almost recover to its original shape with a plastic
deformation of less than 5%. Besides, the HP-CF can accommodate
a remarkable compressive stress of 0.163 MPa without collapse. In
addition to the HP-CF, we have also synthesized (1) macroporous
carbon foam (Ma-CF) with limited micropores and (2) micro-
porous carbon monolith (Mi-CM) with limited macropores, for
comparison with HP-CF. The photographs, SEM images, and optical
micrographs of Ma-CF and Mi-CM are shown in Fig. S2.
cations, (e) optical microscope image, (f) TEM image, and (g, h) photographs of the



Fig. 2. (a) C 1s and (b) N 1s high-resolution XPS spectra, (c) nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms, and (d) DFT pore-size distributions of the Ma-CF, Mi-CM, and HP-CF.
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The crystal structures of the three carbonaceous materials were
measured by wide-angle XRD, as shown in Fig. S4. Two broad
peaks at around 26° and 43° are observed for all the materials,
which can be readily indexed as the typical (002) and (101) planes
of graphitic materials. These broad peaks imply the Ma-CF, Mi-CM,
and HP-CF have only a short-range order. To determine the che-
mical contents and valence states in these carbonaceous materials,
we carried out the XPS measurements. The survey XPS spectra in
Fig. S5a clearly demonstrate the presences of C, N, and O elements.
The deconvolutions of the C1s spectra are exhibited in Fig. 2(a).
The most pronounced peak located at 284.6 eV is characteristic of
the sp2 graphitic lattice, and the other peaks at 285.5, 286.2, and
288 eV are associated with C–N (& C–O), C¼N (& C¼O), and
O-C¼O functional groups, respectively [19]. In Fig. 2(b), the N1s
spectra can be deconvoluted into four individual peaks that are
assigned to pyridinic N (398.0 eV), pyrrolic N (399.8 eV), qua-
ternary N (400.6 eV), and oxidized pyridinic N (402.8 eV), re-
spectively [31,32]. In addition, the O1s spectra (Fig. S5b) reveal the
existences of C¼O quinone groups (530.6 eV), C–OH phenol
groups & C–O–C ether groups (531.6 eV), and absorbed water
(534.0 eV) [19]. The atomic ratios according to the XPS measure-
ments are summarized in Table S1, revealing that the nitrogen
contents in the Ma-CF, Mi-CM, and HP-CF are 20.9, 19.4, and
18.7 wt%, respectively. Besides, the characteristics of high nitrogen
doping are corroborated by the EDX spectra in Fig. S6. The high
nitrogen content is inherited from the �39 wt% nitrogen in the
precursor melamine resin (Fig. S1). Previous studies suggest that
N-doping can enhance the capacitance of carbonaceous materials
through the following mechanisms: (1) N can donate extra elec-
trons that increase the electronic conductivity; (2) N-functional-
ities can undergo redox reactions, thus providing extra pseudo-
capacitances; and (3) N-functionalities can improve the surface
wettability and therefore improve the electrode/electrolyte inter-
face [18,27,33]. We further characterized the Ma-CF, Mi-CM, and
HP-CF by Raman analysis (Fig. S7) and found all the materials
exhibit a broad disorder-induced D band at �1350 cm–1 and a
broad in-plane vibrational G band at �1560 cm–1 [25,26,34]. The
ID/IG ratios of Ma-CF, Mi-CM, and HP-CF are 1.07, 1.21 and 1.15,
respectively. Such high values imply a high degree of disorder, due
likely to the high degree of N-doping and low carbonization
temperature (800 °C).

To characterize the porous structures, N2 adsorption/desorption
measurements were conducted and the obtained isotherms are
shown in Fig. 2(c). The Ma-CF exhibits a type II (IUPAC classifica-
tion) isotherm, while the Mi-CM and HP-CF present type I iso-
therms. Note that the type I and II isotherms are indicative of
microporous and macroporous structures, respectively. Based on
the P0o0.3 range of the isotherms, the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller
(BET) surface area of the HP-CF is estimated to be 1175 m2 g–1,
comparable to 1231 m2 g–1 of the Mi-CM and much higher than
83 m2 g–1 of the Ma-CF. Moreover, the surface area of the HP-CF is
much higher than those of previously reported CFs, e.g., 268 m2 g–1

of elastic CF [18], 299.4 m2 g–1 of CF/N-doped CNT [28], and
345 m2 g–1 of CO2-activated CF [20]. The corresponding pore-size
distribution is estimated from the adsorption branches of the
isotherms based on a density functional theory (DFT) model and



Fig. 3. (a) CV curves of the HP-CF. (b) Rate capabilities and (c) cycling performance of the HP-CF in comparison with the Ma-CF and Mi-CM. (d) GCD curves of the HP-CF//HP-
CF SC.
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shown in Fig. 2(d). The HP-CF and Mi-CM have a similarly high
micro-porosity, much higher than that of the Ma-CF. The micro-
pores in the HP-CF and Mi-CM are created by the soft template
P123, while the micropores in the Ma-CF are produced through gas
(e.g., CO, N2, and NH3) release during carbonization. The high pore
volume of 0.571 cm3 g–1 of the HP-CF is favorable for charge
storage.

3.2. Electrochemical measurements of the HP-CF

In addition to the superior morphological and structural char-
acteristics, the HP-CF possesses a high electrical conductivity of
6.58 S m–1 (Fig. S8). These properties together make HP-CF a pro-
mising candidate as a self-supported and binder-free electrode for
supercapacitors. We therefore characterized the rate-dependent
CV curves of the HP-CF, Ma-CF, and Mi-CM in a KOH aqueous
electrolyte with the scan rate ranging from 2 to 100 mV s–1. As
shown in Figs. 3(a) and S9, the CV curves at the low scan rates are
similar to the rectangular CV characteristics of typical EDCL ma-
terials. (The small deviation from the rectangular shape arises
from the pseudocapacitive capacitance introduced by the N-and
O-functional groups.) When the scan rate is progressively in-
creased, larger deviation from the rectangular shape is observed in
the CV curves, due to stronger electrochemical polarizations at
higher scan rates.

The rate capability of the three materials is summarized in
Fig. 3(b) (see calculation details in Supporting Information). The
capacitances of the HP-CF at 2, 10, and 50 mV s–1 are 222.0, 192.7,
and 136.3 F g–1, respectively, much higher than those of the Ma-CF
and Mi-CM. These values are also higher than recently reported
self-supported and binder-free CF-based EDLC materials, such as
CF/N-doped CNT (133 F g�1) [28], N-doped CF/OMC (203 F g�1)
[27], and CO2-activated CF (40 F g�1) [20]. Moreover, benefiting
from its moderate density, the HP-CF exhibits a high volumetric
capacitance of 11.1 F cm�3, approximately 9-fold higher than those
of the CF/N-doped CNT [28], N-doped CF/OMC [27], and elastic CF
[18], 13-fold higher than that of the strutted graphene [17], and 33-
fold higher than that of the CO2-activated CF [20]. Note that these
volumetric capacitances are based on the bulk density, not the
particle density used in many other reports [33], as the former is
more relevant to practical applications. Cycling stability is another
important parameter. Fig. 3(c) shows the capacitance retention as
a function of the cycle number, demonstrating that the HP-CF can
maintain 91.2% of its initial capacitance even after 10,000 cycles.
The electrochemical behaviors were further investigated by EIS
measurements, and the recorded Nyquist plots are shown in Fig.
S10. We found that the HP-CF shows significantly lower im-
pedances compared with other EDLC electrodes [13,14,35,36].

By sandwiching two HP-CF electrodes in a KOH aqueous elec-
trolyte, a symmetric supercapacitor (SC) is assembled. In Fig. 3(d),
the GCD curves show typical EDLC triangle shapes and low re-
sistance-related voltage drops. The capacitance of the SC device is
59.4 F g�1 (corresponding to 237.6 F g�1 for a single HP-CF) at
0.5 A g�1, and maintains at 70.3% of this value when the current
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density is increased to 20-fold. The CV curves and cycling perfor-
mance of the SC device are shown in Fig. S11 and S12, revealing a
high capacitance of 58.2 F g�1 at 2 mV s�1 and an excellent ca-
pacitance retention of 91.5% after 10,000 cycles, respectively.
Herein, it is seen that the capacitance of the HP-CF at 2 mV s�1

tested in a SC configuration is slightly higher than that tested in a
three-electrode configuration. This phenomenon can be due to
several reasons: (1) the ionic resistance of the electrolyte is much
lower in the SC configuration, owing to much lower distance (1–
2 mm) between two HP-CFs as compared to that (1–2 cm) between
the HP-CF and reference electrode in the three-electrode config-
uration; (2) the scan rate of 2 mV s�1 under SC configuration
should actually be equivalent to the 1 mV s�1 scan rate under
three-electrode configuration. Impressively, although not con-
taining extra mechanical support or conductive agent, the HP-CF
outperforms most of newly reported EDLC materials, such as
N-doped graphene (210 F g�1) [37], hollow carbon nanospheres
(201 F g�1) [38], porous interconnected carbon nanosheets
(150 F g�1) [25], graphene sponge (57 F g�1) [39], as summarized
in Table S2. The excellent electrochemical performances of the HP-
CF are mainly attributed to its free-standing hierarchically porous
structure and chemical composition. Firstly, the densely dis-
tributed and interconnected macropores facilitate ion diffusion in
the electrolyte throughout the HP-CF. Secondly, the presence of
abundant micropores largely increases the active area for charge
Fig. 4. (a) Illustration of the fabrication process and (b–d) SEM images with different m
after carbonization and the final product HP-CF@NiCo2S4. (f) TEM images, (g) STEM ima
storage. Thirdly, nitrogen-doping improves the electronic con-
ductivity, enhances the surface wettability, and provides an extra
pseudocapacitance. Lastly, the elimination of binders reduces the
interface resistance.

3.3. HP-CF@NiCo2S4

Thanks to its unique morphology and structure, the HP-CF not
only performs greatly as an electrode, but can also serve as a
mechanical scaffold to support the growth of pseudocapacitive
materials on the foam, so that its capacitance can be dramatically
improved. Moreover, pseudocapacitive materials can be used to
construct aqueous ASCs that increase the operating potential of
aqueous EDLCs from approximately 1.0 V to 1.7 V, thanks to which
the corresponding energy and power densities can be significantly
enhanced [40–54]. In this study, we have in-situ grown NiCo2S4 on
the HP-CF, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 4(a). NiCo2S4 is
chosen since it has high electronic conductivity and rich redox
couples, and is a great cathode material for ASC devices [55–60]. To
fabricate the HP-CF@NiCo2S4 hybrid structure, we added Co2þand
Ni2þ nitrates to the melamine resin, while keeping other experi-
mental conditions nearly identical to those used for synthesizing
the HP-CF. During carbonization, Co2þ and Ni2þ were reduced by
carbon to the metallic Co and Ni. After that, Co and Ni were in-situ
converted to NiCo2S4 through a hydrothermal reaction with S2� .
agnifications of the HP-CF@NiCo2S4. (e) XRD patterns of the HP-CF@CoNi obtained
ge and EDX elemental maps (scale bar: 200 nm) of the HP-CF@NiCo2S4.
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The HP-CF@NiCo2S4 fabricated through the above routine retains
the original foam-like morphology of the HP-CF (Fig. 4b and S13),
with NiCo2S4 particles anchored on the surface of the HP-CF (Fig. 4
(c)). Interestingly, the magnified SEM image in Fig. 4(d) shows that
the NiCo2S4 particles are wrapped by carbon nanotubes (CNTs),
owing to the catalytic effects of Co and Ni. The photographs in Fig.
S14 display a self-supporting characteristic. In Fig. 4(e), the con-
version from metallic Co (JCPDS 15–0806) and Ni (JCPDS 70–1849)
to cubic phase NiCo2S4 (JCPDS 43–1477) is evidenced by the XRD
patterns, in which although some minor peaks belonging to Co
and Ni exist in the final product, their intensities are extremely
low compared to that of NiCo2S4. The formation of NiCo2S4 was
further suggested by the XPS spectra in Fig. S15. The TEM images
in Fig. 4(f) suggest that NiCo2S4 is wrapped by CNTs that have a
multiwall morphology. We further employed scanning transmis-
sion electron microscopy (STEM) and EDX mapping to study the
elemental distribution in the HP-CF@NiCo2S4 (Fig. 4g). From the
STEM image, NiCo2S4 particles are observed to be encapsulated
into the carbon matrix, which can be further verified by the EDX
maps of Co, Ni, and C elements. Weight ratio of NiCo2S4 in the
HP-CF@NiCo2S4 structure is estimated to be 61.08 wt% based on
the XPS result, while the value becomes 47.02 wt% according to the
EDX measurement (Fig. S16). Given that both characterization
techniques are surface sensitive (especially for XPS), we further
used ICP analysis to determine the weight percentage of the
NiCo2S4 in the HP-CF@NiCo2S4, and the result suggest a weight
ratio of 42.94 wt%.
Fig. 5. (a) CV curves of the HP-CF@NiCo2S4 at various scan rates. (b) Capacitance contrib
CHP-CF, and CNiCo2S4 as a function of the scan rate. (d) Cycling performance of the HP-CF
In Fig. 5(a), CV curves of the HP-CF@NiCo2S4 in a KOH aqueous
electrolyte show typical redox peaks that are distinct from the
original curves of pure HP-CF, suggesting that the electrochemical
behavior of HP-CF@NiCo2S4 is dominated by the NiCo2S4. The
pseudocapacitance of NiCo2S4 mainly originates from Co2þ/Co3þ

and Ni2þ/Ni3þ redox couples, and the corresponding reactions are
generally proposed as: [55]

+ ↔ + + ( )−
−

−NiCo S 2OH NiS OH Co S OH 2e 12 4 2x 2 4 2x

Since the conversions of Co2þ/Co3þ and Ni2þ/Ni3þ occur at a
similar potential, only one pair of redox peaks are distinct in the
CV curves. In order to make a comparison with other reports, here
we use F g�1 (capacitance) rather than mAh g�1 (capacity) to
evaluate the electrochemical performance. The capacitances of the
HP-CF@NiCo2S4 are calculated to be 599.2 and 427.0 F g�1 at 2 and
20 mV s�1, respectively, manifesting high capacitances and great
rate capabilities. It is worth noting that these capacitances are
based on the total mass of the HP-CF and NiCo2S4 and are mark-
edly superior as compared to those of the recently reported free-
standing 3-D carbon-supported pseudocapacitive materials such
as GF/CNT/MnO2 (250 F g�1 at 10 mV s�1) [53], CF/NiCo2S4 na-
nosheets (382 F g�1 at 2 A g�1) [47], 3D macroporous
graphene/MnO2 (389 F g�1 at 1 A g�1) [14], and CF/MnO2

(43.2 F g�1 at 0.5 A g�1) [61]. Note that the above-mentioned ca-
pacitance values are based on the total mass of carbon and pseu-
docapacitive materials. The contributions of the HP-CF to the total
capacitances (Ctotal) at different scan rates are estimated by
utions of the HP-CF and NiCo2S4 at different scan rates. (c) Evolutions of the Ctotal,
@NiCo2S4 at 50 mV s�1.
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multiplying CHP-CF and the weight percent of the HP-CF in
HP-CF@NiCo2S4, where CHP-CF represents the capacitance of a neat
HP-CF under the same potential window (Fig. S17a). Accordingly,
the contributions of the NiCo2S4 can be estimated by deducting
that of the HP-CF from the Ctotal. In Fig. 5(b) and S17b to S17f, it can
be observed that the HP-CF contributes to higher ratios when the
scan rate is increased, which is a comprehensible phenomenon as
pure-surface EDLC behaviors are much more kinetically favored
than diffusion-related pseudocapacitive ones. Herein, the capaci-
tance ratio of the NiCo2S4 only drops from 0.780 to 0.649 as the
scan rate goes up from 2 to 50 mV s�1, implying a great rate
performance, which can also by confirmed by Fig. S18 using a
classic power-law equation [62–64]. Notably, the highest capaci-
tance of the NiCo2S4 (CNiCo2S4) is estimated to be 1088.7 F g�1 at
5 mV s�1 (Fig. 5c), superior to other electrodes based on the same
material system, e.g., NiCo2S4 hollow prisms (895.2 F g�1) [65],
tube-like NiCo2S4 (1048 F g�1) [57], NiCo2S4 hollow hexagonal
nanoplates (437 F g�1) [60], and NiCo2S4 nanotube arrays
(738 F g�1) [66]. The cycling performance of the HP-CF@NiCo2S4 is
depicted in Fig. 5(d). A high capacitance retention of 90.5% is ob-
tained after 1 000 cycles, indicating a great cycling stability. It is
also observed that the capacitance of HP-CF@NiCo2S4 rises first
and then falls. The capacitance rise is owing to the “activation” of
NiCo2S4, i.e., parts of the NiCo2S4 were initially inactive but then
started to contribute to the electrochemical process after a few
cycles. SEM images of the HP-CF and HP-CF@NiCo2S4 after cycles
(Fig. S19) show little morphological changes as compared to those
Fig. 6. (a) CV curves of the anode HP-CF@G-Fe2O3, cathode HP-CF@NiCo2S4, and the
different current densities. (c) Gravimetric Ragone plots of energy density vs. average pow
the data from other reports are based on the mass of active materials without considerin
devices in comparison with other reports. Note that the volumes of two HP-CFs and a s
before cycles, indicating high structural stability of these two
products and strong adhesion of NiCo2S4 to the HP-CF.

The superior performance of the HP-CF@NiCo2S4 can be as-
cribed to the following three factors. Firstly, NiCo2S4 is in-situ
grown on the HP-CF with a strong adhesion, eliminating the usage
of binders and improving electron conduction between HP-CF to
NiCo2S4. Secondly, the hierarchically porous structure of the HP-CF
provides a hierarchical network for effective transport of electro-
lyte ions to the redox sites of NiCo2S4. Thirdly, the CNT wrapping
further facilitates electron transport and buffers volumetric
changes during repeated cycles.

3.4. HP-CF@NiCo2S4//HP-CF@G-Fe2O3 ASC

To further evaluate the HP-CF@NiCo2S4, we have fabricated ASC
devices using HP-CF@NiCo2S4 and HP-CF@G-Fe2O3 as the cathode
and anode, respectively. The HP-CF@G-Fe2O3 is prepared by past-
ing G-Fe2O3 onto a HP-CF and its SEM and CV curves are shown in
Fig. S20. Because the potential windows of G-Fe2O3 and NiCo2S4
are compatible, the ASC can deliver a high open-circuit voltage of
1.7 V, as shown in Fig. 6(a) and S21. These CV curves reveal typical
redox profiles and a relatively high capacitance retention of 50.2%
when the scan rate is increased from 5 to 50 mV s–1. When cycled
at 50 mV s–1, our ASC can maintain 81.1% of its initial capacitance
after 1 000 cycles (Fig. S22). Fig. 6(b) shows GCD curves of our ASC
at various current densities. These curves are nonlinearly corre-
lated with the potential, indicating pseudocapacitive behaviors. As
HP-CF@NiCo2S4//HP-CF@G-Fe2O3 ASC at 5 mV s�1. (b) GCD profiles of the ASC at
er density for our devices in comparison with other state-of-art ASCs. Note that all

g the mass of mechanical supports, e.g., Ni foams. (d) Volumetric Ragone plots of our
eparator were considered when calculating the total volume of our devices.
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the current density increases from 1, 5, to 15 A g–1, the specific
capacitance of the ASC decreases from 118.2, 102.3, to 57.9 F g–1,
respectively, exhibiting superior rate capability. The ASC also
manifests a low charge transfer impedance of 16.1Ω (Fig. S23) and
slow self-discharge behavior (Fig. S24).

Given that energy density and power density are two crucial
factors for practical applications, we provide both gravimetric and
volumetric Ragone plots of the ASC and HP-CF//HP-CF SC in Fig. 6
(c) and (d), where the performance of the devices are compared
with those of the recently reported ASCs. To be consistent with
other literature, we first compare the performance excluding the
mass of the mechanical support. The highest gravimetric energy
density of our ASC is 93.9 Wh kg–1 at 2 246W kg–1, while the
highest power density is 21,127 W kg–1 at 16.4 Wh kg–1, among the
best ASCs ever reported [67,68], and surpassing most of the ASCs
based on metal oxides, sulfides, and hydroxides [43–48,53], as
listed in Fig. 6(c). It should be noted that heavy Ni foams were used
as the mechanical support in most of ASCs, making the actual
energy and power densities (calculated based on the total mass of
the active material and mechanical support) of the devices much
lower than those reported values (calculated based on only the
mass of the active material). The mechanical support HP-CF used
in the present study is much lighter than conventional Ni foams;
and it also contributes a high EDLC. Therefore, even including the
mass of the two HP-CFs in the total mass of the ACS, we can still
extract a high energy density of 38.8 Wh kg–1 and power density
of 8 737 W kg–1, comparable to those reported values excluding
the mass of the mechanical support of ASCs. Moreover, the ASC
delivers a high volumetric energy density of 3.55 mWh cm–3 and
power density of 799 mW cm–3 (Fig. 6d), much higher than those
of previously reported ASCs [41,42,49–52,54]. Fig. 6(c) and (d) also
indicate that the energy and power densities of HP-CF//HP-CF SCs
can be significantly enhanced through decorating HP-CFs with
NiCo2S4 and G-Fe2O3 and thus constructing ASCs. Three ASCs
connected in series can be used to power 20 blue LEDs, as de-
monstrated in the supplementary video.

Supplementary material related to this article can be found
online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nanoen.2016.04.037.
4. Conclusion

In summary, we have developed a facile, scalable, and cost-
effective synthesis strategy to fabricate free-standing nitrogen-
doped carbon foam and demonstrated its application in realizing
binder-free supercapacitors. Through templating the growth of
melamine foam with a structure-directing agent, we obtained the
HP-CF that contains not only the macropores that commonly exist
in free-standing 3-D carbon materials but also a large amount of
micropores. Such hierarchically porous structure facilitates charge
transport while offering a large amount of surface sites for energy
storage. Consequently, the HP-CF exhibits high capacitance. In
addition, the HP-CF performs greatly when acting as the me-
chanical support for pseudocapacitive materials such as NiCo2S4
and Fe2O3. In particular, the CNT-wrapped in-situ grown NiCo2S4
exhibits a high capacitance of 1089 F g–1, as well as great rate
capability and superior long-term cyclability. The aqueous ASC
assembled from the HP-CF@NiCo2S4 cathode and HP-CF@G-Fe2O3

anode exhibits very high gravimetric and volumetric energy/
power densities as compared to the reported state-of-the-art ASCs.
The synthetic method demonstrated in this work can be extended
to other material systems, which may not only improve the per-
formance of energy storage devices, but also enable new device
applications.
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